Key Scriptures

FOUNDATIONS // Week One // Stardust

John 21.15-25

Key Points

Who you see is who you will follow.

Grow DEEPER

Genesis 1 // Colossians 1
Matthew 4.18-22 // 14.22-33 // 16.13-20
John 13.36-38

Live DEEPER

Sometimes it feels like we raise our hands, and we pray a prayer. We get connected with a protocol, or a
program, and we fail to connect to follow Jesus. We have been taught a system of beliefs, or we have
inherited a religion, but for the most part, there is really not a lot of actually following Jesus.
How many times do we read Scripture, or worship, or engage the world with the story of grace Jesus has
given us to tell?
How many times do we pray in private for someone/ something before we do in public?
How many times do we make our petitions known to God, before we make our complaints known
through social media?
How many times do we give to the poor, or reach out to the orphan and the widow, or take in the stranger
in our day-to-day, outside of the holiday season?
Is it the norm? Or an exception to the norm?
To be a disciple is to follow Jesus. To engage with the forgotten. To bring hope to the oppressed. To love
those who feel unlovable. And it’s not a ritual, but a response to His grace and the love He gave us.

Look DEEPER

Who do you see?
Who are you following?
Whose stardust are you covered in, today?
Is it Jesus? Or is it something or someone else?

Blessing

May we come with our similarities, our differences, our stories, and our stardust. May we come hands
high and expectations higher as we choose to follow Jesus. Who is not distant, but is Immanuel, God with
us. God in the flesh so we could see + follow Him; so we could be close to Him. Close enough we can be
covered by His dust. A dust that He scattered across the universe. A dust Jesus came and walked on,
drew in, bled on, died on, was buried in, was raised to life out of, and will come back to. A dust we were
created from, and a dust we will return to. A dust we are covered in, and just as it was scattered for us,
and on us, we are called to scatter it for others. You follow Jesus and may you be covered in the dust of
your Rabbi.

